Abstract-A novel method for performing error control coding in Symmetric α−Stable noise environments without any prior knowledge about the value of α is introduced. We use an online learning framework which employs multiple distributions to decode the received block and then combines these results based on the past performance of each individual distributions. The proposed method is also able to handle a mixture of Symmetric α−Stable distributed noises. Performance results in turbo coded system highlight the utility of the work.
I. INTRODUCTION
Impulsive noise which is commonly found in modern communication systems can be modeled by Symmetric α−Stable (SαS) distributions [1] . SαS distribution is found to well model the aggregate interference found in cognitive radio networks, turbo-coded OFDM systems [2] , ultra-wideband ad-hoc networks [3] , multi-user interference [4] , etc. This ubiquitous nature of impulsive noise in wireless communication systems and the capability of SαS distribution to capture the heavytailed behavior of observed impulsiveness have renewed the research interest in stable distributions.
The knowledge of noise distribution along with the exact parameters is crucial in iterative error correction coding; misspecification of the noise distribution can severely degrade the performance. Except for the special cases of Gaussian distribution (α = 2) and Cauchy distribution (α = 1), simple closed-form expression for the general case of SαS distribution is not available. This led to approximation based methods for calculating the density functions [5] , [6] , where the impulsiveness parameter α is assumed to be known apriori. In [7] , a supervised learning based method for estimating the parameters for the approximation proposed in [6] is developed. Estimating the impulsive behavior of heavy-tailed noise or the corresponding α parameter of the distribution requires a substantial number of observations [8] . It could also result in discarding blocks of data without decoding to estimate the channel impulsiveness or failure to decode the transmitted blocks due to incorrect noise parameters. Hence, in the presence of SαS noise where α is unknown, it remains a challenge to apply iterative error correction coding.
In this paper, we look at the reception of turbo coded blocks in the presence of unknown channel noise. First, we evaluate multiple possible noise models simultaneously using Maximum a Posteriori probability (MAP) decoders. Then we employ Hedge [9] , a popular online learning method, to combine the information from multiple decoders in a game theoretic fashion to incur least decoding error. The main contributions of this work are 1) Proposes a multi-pair MAP decoder architecture and an online learning based technique for performing turbo decoding without any prior knowledge about channel parameter α. 2) Shows that the proposed scheme is able to match the performance of the optimal decoder, which has full knowledge of α, in the case of both single and mixture of multiple noise distributions. 3) Gives a low complexity version of the proposed approach.
To summarize, we present a practical solution for performing iterative error correction coding when the family of possible noise distributions is known, but the exact parameters of the distribution are unknown.
II. PROPOSED APPROACH
Consider a linear discrete time memory-less transmission channel with additive impulsive noise modelled using SαS distribution. SαS distribution is defined by the characteristic function [1] ,
where 0 < α ≤ 2 is the characteristic exponent related to the impulsiveness of the random variable (lower the α, higher is the impulsiveness) and γ > 0 is the dispersion. Two special cases of SαS distributions are Cauchy distribution (with α = 1) defined as Cauchy(γ) := SαS(1, γ) and Gaussian distribution (with α = 2) defined as N (0, σ 2 ) := SαS(2, σ 2 /2). For α < 2, the variance of SαS random variables is not defined. Hence, instead of the traditional Signal-to-Noise power ratio (SNR) measure, an alternative measure termed as Geometric SNR (GSNR) was proposed in [10] and is defined as
Cg is the geometric power of heavy tailed noise and C g ≈ 1.78 is the exponential of the Euler constant.
We consider a turbo encoder that takes in a block of K data bits and outputs a block of N > K bits. The coded block of data is then transmitted through the channel and gets corrupted by unknown noise signals. Let x denote the transmitted codeword (of block length N ) and let y denote the received codeword. Each bit in the N -length block is independently corrupted by impulsive noise, z, as
where z[n] ∼ SαS(α, γ). The turbo decoder takes in N length received vector y and decodes the data bits of length K. Traditional turbo decoders employ a pair of Bahl-Cocke-JelinekRaviv (BCJR) decoders. Decoding proceeds in iterations in which each BCJR decoder calculates the Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) as
for each of the databit x k , k = 1, . . . , K and passing the extrinsic information to its partner decoder.
A. Approximating SαS density
For SαS channel, computing LLR is a challenge due to the unavailability of a closed-form expression for evaluating density except for the case of Cauchy and Gaussian noises. When α is known a priori, the work in [11] proposed to use a mixture of Gaussian and Cauchy densities to approximate the SαS density (for 1 ≤ α ≤ 2) as
where
2 . This Bi-parameter Cauchy Gaussian Mixture (BCGM) model is analyzed in a minimum error setting in [12] (abbreviated as MEBCGM) and is shown that the minimum error in approximation can be obtained by setting
dω. This expression is further simplified to get a quadratic fit for minimum error as
We propose to use (5) with (6), for MAP decoder pairs with different α values for obtaining branch transition probabilities and the corresponding approximate LLRs.
Online Combining During reception, the decoder pair improves the performance of each other by passing the extrinsic information of LLR values. However, if the assumed noise distribution for branch transition probabilities is different, the decoding may fail. A possible solution to this problem will be to make the decoder pairs consider multiple noise distributions. Towards this end, we propose a multi-pair BCJR decoder to consider a wide range of noise distributions.
The proposed multi-pair MAP turbo decoder operates similar to conventional turbo decoder, except that we have multiple pairs of MAP decoding running in parallel, each for a different noise distribution. After multiple rounds of iteration and extrinsic information transfer between each of the individual decoders, each pair produces LLR values of the block and the corresponding bit probabilities {P(x k |y)} K k=1 . A schematic representation of the proposed turbo decoder is provided in Fig. 1 .
Let S denote the systematic bits input to the decoder and C 1 , C 2 denote the codebits inputs. Traditional turbo decoders have a pair of MAP decoders denoted by BCJR 1 and BCJR 2 , each acting on {S, C 1 } and {S, C 2 } respectively. Let Π and Π −1 denote the interleaver and deinterleaver associated with the code. To explore multiple noise distributions, we propose M -pairs of MAP decoders,
, each designed for a different noise distribution, D m , parameterized by α m . Let P m (y) denote the soft information outputs from each of the decoder pairs. As the channel is unknown, the turbo decoder does not know which pair of MAP decoder is optimal for the decoding task. Hence, we employ an online learning framework which ranks each pair of MAP decoders according to its past performance on the channel and weighs its output P m (y) to calculate the final bit probabilitiesP(y). The computedP(y) can be used to recover the transmitted bits by thresholding at appropriate value. Considering each pair of MAP decoders as an expert, the task of combining the individual results can be viewed as the problem of prediction with multiple experts from game theory. Ideally, more importance should be given to those decoder pairs which are able to decode the past blocks successfully. However, due to the presence of noise in the received signal, the decoding performance on the individual pairs will also be noisy. Motivated by these constraints, we use Hedge algorithm [9] for the online combining of the different MAP decoder pair predictions.
Hedge is an online learning algorithm for combining decisions from multiple experts. It considers decisions from M experts at each time step and combines these observations based on the past performance of the experts. A learning parameter β ∈ (0, 1] is used by the algorithm to update the importance it gives to each of the experts after observing the loss for each expert. The learning parameter regulates how the instantaneous observations affect the importance of every expert at each timestep. A high value of β will make the algorithm strongly resilient to noises in the observation of loss at the cost of slowing down the learning procedure. On the other hand a low value of β will cause the algorithm to react quickly to observation noises but at the cost of ignoring the past performances. The optimal value of β to use is problem dependent. In [9] , the optimal value of β to use under the worst case guarantees is provided.
The proposed online learning algorithm for decoding is given in Alg. 1. The algorithm works by assigning a weight W to each decoder pair and then updating the weights based on the observed block decoding performance. These weights are normalized (Line 6 of Alg. 1) and bit probabilities {P m (y)} M m=1 produced by each of the decoder pairs are combined using these normalized weights {ζ m } 
III. RESULTS
To validate the usefulness of the proposed approach, we consider a binary antipodal signaling system with turbo coding in an impulsive noisy channel modeled using SαS with α unknown to the receiver. Turbo code blocks are generated using two Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) encoders linked by a random interleaver. 
A. Performance Evaluation
The Block Error Rate (BLER) performance obtained is provided in Fig. 2 . We compare the performance of the proposed approach with the performance of Gaussian and Cauchy detectors (for which closed-form expressions of density are available) as well as the optimal decoding based on ME-BCGM [12] , which assumes the knowledge of α known apriori (using (6) in (5)). For the proposed method, the reported values are obtained over a combined online training-testing period of 10000 transmission blocks. For other methods, the reported values are obtained using Monte Carlo simulations until 50 block errors are obtained or at least 10000 blocks are transmitted, whichever occurs last. Fig. 2a shows the scenarios where the optimal decoder for the observed channel is present in the pool of experts. We used α = 1.4 similar to [6] , [7] . We can see that the proposed method, without any knowledge about the channel impulsiveness parameter α, is able to match the BLER performance of the optimal decoder which has the knowledge of parameter α. In Fig. 2b , we provide the results for a channel when the optimal decoder is not available in the pool of experts. We used a SαS channel with α = 1.5, but the multi-pair decoder did not include the corresponding optimal decoder. It can be observed that the proposed method is able to closely follow the performance of the optimal decoder which has the perfect knowledge of impulsiveness factor α. In Fig. 2c , the performance comparison under a mixed noise model channel is given. The channel is modeled using two noise components of equal strength: α = 1.4 and α = 1.6. When compared with the optimal decoder (labeled as 'ME-BCGM for Mixture'), the proposed method provides a competitive BLER performance.
The weight evolution of each expert during the simulation period for the different scenarios is given in Fig. 3 . From the weight evolution of the experts provided in Fig. 3 , we can see that the Gaussian decoder, which corresponds to an α value of 2, is getting suppressed very fast in all the cases. When the channel is α = 1.4 (shown in Fig. 3a) , the ME-BCGM decoder which uses α = 1.4 is getting the highest weight as expected. In the scenario with mixture of two noises (3b), the weight evolution is slow, but eventually the decoder with α = 1.4 dominates as time progresses, followed by the decoder with α = 1.6.
B. Reducing Computational Complexity
The price we pay for improving the decoding performance in the proposed scheme is the increase in computational complexity. Because multiple decoder pairs are required to compute LLRs under different candidate distributions, the computational complexity of the proposed solution increases linearly with the number of experts considered.
One solution to reduce the computational complexity of the proposed method is to shutdown some of the decoder pairs once enough confidence is gained by the learning algorithm about their performance. The normalized weight ζ m for each of the decoder pair can be seen as a quantitative metric about its performance. This information can be used to selectively shutdown decoder pairs. To demonstrate this, we repeated the above experiment, but with the early stopping of weight updates at timestep τ and picking the best decoder-pair (with highest normalized weight) at that instant for decoding the rest of the messages. A comparison BLER performance for different values of τ is provided in Table I for a transmission of 100000 blocks. We can observe that an early stopping of weight update and choosing the decoder-pair with high ζ m is not affecting the BLER by a huge margin. As the τ increases, we can see a trend of decreasing BLER. This is because, as τ increases, the normalized weight of best decoder-pair also increases and this help in confidently selecting the best decoder-pair for the channel conditions. This reduces the computational complexity of the proposed method to that of the traditional turbo decoding scheme after τ timesteps.
C. Effect of learning parameter β
The learning parameter β decides how fast or slow the hedge algorithm responds to errors of the individual experts. For a low value of β, the final decision will be susceptible to noises in the individual expert decisions. A high value of β will make the algorithm delay the boosting of the best expert. Even though an expression for the value of β for provable loss guarantees under worst-case scenarios is derived in [9] , in practice it is found that the value of the β that gives the best performance depends on the particular scenario under test. In our experiments, we found the setting the value of β in the range of [0.85, 0.99] gives almost the same performance in terms of BLER. This suggests that the proposed method can be used without extensive parameter tuning with almost no loss in performance.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we introduced a novel method for performing error correction coding in the absence of knowledge about the parameters of the noise distribution through online learning. By combining decisions from multiple decoders, we showed that the performance close to the optimal receiver can be obtained without any prior knowledge about the noise parameters. In this work, we chose the pool of decoder-pairs with α parameter linearly spaced between 1 and 2. An interesting future direction can be to explore the number of decoder-pairs to be used in the pool and the values of αs to choose.
